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Mutational heterogeneity must be taken into account when reconstructing evolutionary histories, calibrating molecular

clocks, and predicting links between genes and disease. Selective pressures and various DNA transactions have been

invoked to explain the heterogeneous distribution of genetic variation between species, within populations, and in tissue-

specific tumors. To examine relationships between such heterogeneity and variations in leading- and lagging-strand

replication fidelity and mismatch repair, we accumulated 40,000 spontaneous mutations in eight diploid yeast strains in

the absence of selective pressure. We found that replicase error rates vary by fork direction, coding state, nucleosome

proximity, and sequence context. Further, error rates and DNA mismatch repair efficiency both vary by mismatch type,

responsible polymerase, replication time, and replication origin proximity. Mutation patterns implicate replication in-

fidelity as one driver of variation in somatic and germline evolution, suggest mechanisms of mutual modulation of

genome stability and composition, and predict future observations in specific cancers.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

DNA synthesis errors are a dual-edged sword. At a population level,

accurate DNA replication maintains species identity, yet a small

fraction of replication errors createsmutations that improve fitness

and fuel evolution. At an individual level, DNA synthesis errors can

be beneficial, e.g., by allowing a virus or microbe to survive in an

adverse environment or by promoting affinity maturation of anti-

bodies. Replication errors can also result in mutations that have

deleterious consequences, cell death, or carcinogenesis. Because

replication fidelity underpins so much biology, it has been in-

tensively studied. These studies reveal that—in the absence of

stress—replication fidelity is largely determined by nucleotide se-

lectivity, proofreading, and mismatch repair (MMR), with consider-

able heterogeneity in each process (for review, see Kunkel 2009).

Mutation rate heterogeneity is a feature of evolution (Sasaki et al.

2009; Prendergast and Semple 2011; Tolstorukov et al. 2011), in-

cluding somatic evolution, i.e., tumorigenesis (for review, see Salk

et al. 2010). This heterogeneity complicates the identification of

genes responsible for the initiation and progression of cancer

(Lawrence et al. 2013). Our understanding of the origins of het-

erogeneous replication fidelity is limited becausemost studies only

monitor a tiny fraction of large, highly organized genomes.

Whole-genome studies are required for a complete picture of var-

iations in replication fidelity, the underlyingmechanisms, and the

consequences for evolution and disease.

One way to interrogate global replication fidelity is to allow

mutations to accumulate throughmany cell divisionswithminimal

selection against deleterious mutations, and then to sequence the

genome to identify the types, numbers, and locations of the mu-

tations that arise (Nishant et al. 2009). To focus on replication er-

rors per se, rather than on other sources of spontaneousmutations,

mutation accumulation can be studied in cells defective in nucle-

otide selectivity, proofreading, or MMR. Such studies have been

done in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, whose haploid nuclear genome

contains 16 chromosomes and 12 million base pairs (bp). Studies

of strains with complete or partial defects in MMR reported the

accumulation of 76 to 140 mutations, mostly deletions in homo-

nucleotide runs (Zanders et al. 2010; Ma et al. 2012; Lang et al.

2013). Another study of MMR-deficient haploid yeast (Serero et al.

2014) reported 1679 mutations, mostly substitutions. We (Larrea

et al. 2010) previously used an MMR-defective haploid strain

encoding a mutator variant of DNA polymerase delta (Pol delta),

one of three major nuclear replicases. From the genome-wide dis-

tribution of 1099 transitions that accumulated and from similar

studies using a reporter gene (for review, see Kunkel and Burgers

2008; Lujan et al. 2013), we proposed a model wherein DNA

polymerase alpha (Pol alpha) and Pol delta are primarily lagging-

strand replicases, whereas polymerase epsilon (Pol epsilon) is pri-

marily a leading-strand replicase.

In these studies, small data sets and/or selective pressures

precluded correlation of mutations with other key features of ge-
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nomic structure. Herewe report a study based onmore than 40,000

mutations, accumulated in the absence of selective pressure, in

diploid yeast encoding wild-type replicases or mutator variants of

Pol alpha, delta, or epsilon, each either proficient or defective in

MMR. The results allow calculations of single-base error rates per

base pair per generation for replication across the yeast nuclear

genome. They also permit genome-wide estimates of the efficiency

of MMR for different mismatches. We find that fidelity varies with

DNA sequence context, and establish relationships between fi-

delity and replication origins, replication timing, nucleosome

positions, and protein coding potential.

Results

Collecting mutations and determining mutation rates

The rate and distribution of mutations were determined in eight

S. cerevisiae strains. Diploid strains were used to minimize the ef-

fects of purifying selection. The strains (Supplemental Table S1)

encode either wild-type replicases or homozygous mutator alleles

of the catalytic subunits of Pol alpha (POL1; pol1-L868M), Pol delta

(POL3; pol3-L612M), or Pol epsilon (POL2; pol2-M644G). In each

case, we compared a strain that was wild type for MMR to one

deleted for MSH2 (or in a few clones, both MSH3 and MSH6).

Multiple clonal isolates were passaged on solid, completemedia for

up to 30 passages, about 900 generations (Supplemental Fig. S1),

and their genomes were sequenced (see Methods). Mutations were

identified by comparison to ‘‘zero passage’’ genomes for each strain

and were filtered by coverage, allelic fraction and false-positive risk

due to high internal homology (Supplemental Fig. S1). Sequencing

of MMR-deficient pol2-M644G genomes at different passage num-

bers confirmed that mutation counts increased linearly with pas-

sage number (Supplemental Fig. S2), indicating that no suppressor

or additional mutator phenotypes were acquired. Nonsynonymous

substitution rates slightly exceeded synonymous rates (by no more

than 15%, less than one standard deviation), indicating a lack of

purifying selection against the majority of mutations (Supple-

mental Methods). Mutations from terminal passage genomes were

pooled by strain. Depending on the number of sequenced ge-

nomes and passages, large numbers of mutations accumulated

during ;2700–7200 total generations (Table 1), yielding high

statistical power (see Methods). Most mutations were single-base

events distributed across all chromosomes (Fig. 1A). Small gaps

(Fig. 1A, black boxes, marked by z) are regions where mutations

could not be identified with confidence due to high internal ho-

mology. The data were used to calculate mutation rates per base

pair per generation (mbp) for each type of single-base change (after

dividing by 0.38 or 0.62 for GC or AT templated mismatches, re-

spectively) (Table 1; Fig. 1B,C; see SupplementalMethods). Rates in

mmr– strains provide an estimate of the accuracy of replication,

and the ratios of rates in mmr– to MMR+ strains provide minimum

estimates of MMR efficiency (some mutations may result from

mismatches not generated by or subject to MMR).

Replication fidelity in strains with wild-type replicases

Mutation rates are higher in mmr– strains (Fig. 1B) as compared to

MMR+ strains (Fig. 1C), indicating that the vast majority of mu-

tations inmmr– strains result fromunrepaired replication errors. In

the mmr– strain encoding wild-type polymerases, 1637 mutations

were observed, yielding a mbp of 1.6 3 10�8 (Table 1). Deletions of

AT pairs occur at the highest average rate, followed by transitions,

with a twofold bias for CG-to-TA, and then transversions, with CG-

to-AT having the highest rate. On average, substitutions fromG or

C occur at higher rates than substitutions from A or T. With

functional MMR, the mutation rate per diploid genome per gen-

eration is 0.004, and the average substitution rate per base pair per

generation is 1.7 3 10�10.

Replication fidelity near and distal to origins

Using confirmed functional origins of replication (S. cerevisiae

OriDB, version 2.1.0) (Supplemental Table S1; Siow et al. 2012)

mapped onto the reference genome and the substitutions in the

mmr– strains (Table 1), we calculated substitution (Supplemental

Fig. S3A) and indel rates (Supplemental Fig. S3B) as a function of

the distance traversed by each replication fork between adjacent

origins. Rates are per base pair replicated at each time, accounting

for the proportion of the genome at each inter-origin distance

(Supplemental Fig. S3C). In all strains (Supplemental Fig. S3A,B),

error rates are similar across inter-origin space, with small but

statistically significant variations observed in four cases (noted by

asterisks; P # 0.0011). In the strain with wild-type polymerases,

substitution rates double near inter-origin midpoints. Slightly

higher indel rates near origins (Supplemental Fig. S3B) are due to

four- to eightfold higher rates at the origins (autonomously repli-

cating sequence [ARS]; consensus sequences [ACSs]) (Supplemen-

tal Fig. S3J). When substitution rates for MMR+ strains were com-

pared to rates inmmr– strains, the apparentMMR efficiencies were

all high, exceeding 99% in all but one case (Supplemental

Fig. S3G). In strains with lagging-strand replicase variants, MMR

efficiencies were not different for substitutions near and distal to

origins (after correcting for multiple hypothesis testing; see

Methods). However, MMR of substitutions in the pol2-M644G

background was about twice as efficient near origins (P < 10�9)

(Supplemental Fig. S3G, blue bars).

Polymerase and strand specificity of replication errors across

the genome

Studies with URA3 and CAN1 reporter genes showed that sub-

stitution rates are elevated in pol1-L868M, pol3-L612M, and pol2-

M644G strains compared to strains with wild-type replicases. This

is also true at thewhole-genome level for all six substitutions (Table

1; Fig. 1A–C). Thus the substitutions in the mmr– strains primarily

reflect mismatches made by Pol alpha, delta, or epsilon, providing

the first opportunity to compare the roles of all three replicases in

genome-wide replication. Consider the AT-to-GC transitions ob-

served in the pol3-L612Mmsh2D genome. As depicted at the top of

Figure 2A, L612M Pol delta preferentially generates T-dG as com-

pared to A-dC mismatches (Nick McElhinny et al. 2008). If Pol

delta preferentially synthesizes the nascent lagging strand, the

highest proportion of T-to-C substitutions should be immediately

to the right of replication origins, and the highest proportion of A-

to-G substitutions should be immediately to the left. When the

locations of the 5164 AT-to-GC transitions in the pol3-L612M

msh2D genome were mapped relative to origins, the strand bias

closely matched the prediction (Fig. 2B). Strand biases in the pol3-

L612M msh2D genome are also seen for the other five types of

substitutions (Fig. 2B), including transversions too sparse to ana-

lyze in the previous study (Larrea et al. 2010). Similar biases were

observed for five of the six substitutions in the pol1-L868M msh2D

genome. The results are consistent with primary roles for Pol alpha

and Pol delta in lagging-strand replication. Biases are also observed
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in the pol2-M644G msh2D genome for five of the six substitutions.

Four of these biases are ‘‘complementary’’ to those in the Pol alpha

and Pol delta variant strains (Fig. 2B, opposite patterns of red and

blue lines), as predicted by a model wherein Pol epsilon primarily

replicates the leading strand. AT-to-TA substitution patterns are an

exception, with a similar bias seen in the pol2-M644G msh2D and

pol3-L612M msh2D strains. This exception is actually predicted

(Fig. 2B, schematic in left column) by the fact that Pol epsilon

Figure 1. Genome-wide replication error positions, rates, and MMR efficiencies. Transitions are indicated by blue shades (light to dark: AT!GC,
CG!TA), transversions by reds (light to dark: AT!TA, TA!GC, CG!AT, CG!GC), deletions by greens (light to dark: �A/T, �G/C, multibase), and
insertions by purples (light to dark: +A/T, +G/C, multibase). (A) Positions of more than 43,000 mutations, from all eight strains used in this study, plotted
along the 16 S. cerevisiae chromosomes. ([z] Overlaid black boxes are regions excluded frommutation calling; see Supplemental Methods.) (B) Mutation
rates, corrected for genomic GC content fromMMR-deficient strains. ([N] Mutation count pooled by strain.) (C ) As per B, but for MMR-proficient strains.
(D)MMR correction efficiencies for substitution errors in four polymerase allelic backgrounds are ratios ofMMR-deficient rates toMMR-proficient rates. ([a]
Calculated from <10 observed mutations in MMR-proficient strains; see also Supplemental Fig. S2.)

Lujan et al .
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preferentially forms T-dT mismatches (Shcherbakova et al. 2003;

Pursell et al. 2007), whereas Pol delta preferentially forms A-dA

mismatches (Fortune et al. 2005, 2006). Thus, among three variant

replicases and six substitutions (Fig. 2B), 16 of 18 comparisons

reveal strand biases supporting the interpretation that Pols alpha

and delta are the primary lagging-strand replicases and Pol epsilon

Figure 2. Polymerase and strand specificity of replication errors. Select polymerase-biased complementary mismatch pairs and mismatch motifs. (A)
Schematic example of adjacent replication origins and their effects on lagging-strand–biased mutagenesis. The T-dG:A-dC ratio in vitro is from Nick
McElhinny et al. (2008). (B) Diagrams are example preferences for complementary mutation pathways. In most cases, the three variant polymerases have
the same preference (black arrows). Disagreements are color-coded by polymerase variant: Pol alpha (pol1-L868M), red; Pol delta (pol3-L612M), green;
and Pol epsilon (pol2-M644G), blue. Plots are the fraction of each substitution mutation (fi) paired with its complement as a function of relative distance
between adjacent replication origins. ([N] Mutation count pooled by strain, excluding mutations in origins.) (C ) As for B, but for those mutation types
observed >50 times in individual MMR-proficient strains. See also Supplemental Figures S3 and S4.

Heterogeneous fidelity biases genome variation
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is primarily a leading-strand replicase. Strand biases were not ob-

served for CG-to-TA in pol2-M644Gmsh2D and for AT-to-TA in pol1-

L868Mmsh2D (Fig. 2B), suggesting roughly equivalent probabilities

of generating C-dA/G-dT and A-dA/T-dT mispairs, respectively.

The msh2D strain with wild-type replicases generated suffi-

cient mutations to analyze strand biases for AT-to-GC, CG-to-TA

and CG-to-AT substitutions. The first substitution was unbiased,

while the latter twohad biasesmatching those in the Pol alpha and

Pol delta variants (Fig. 2B, left column) and opposite to those of the

Pol epsilon variant. Moreover, strand-specific patterns for AT-to-

GC and CG-to-TA transitions in the pol3-L612M background were

the same in the MMR+ and mmr– strains (Fig. 2B), and the strand-

specific pattern of AT-to-TA transversions in the pol2-M644G strain

(Fig. 2C) matches that in the corresponding mmr– strain (Fig. 2B).

Rates in the mmr– and MMR+ strains with variant replicases in-

dicate that all six substitutions are corrected byMMR (Fig. 1D), but

with variable efficiencies. For example, correction in the pol2-

M644G strain varies from sixfold for AT-to-TAmismatches to more

than 300-fold forGC-to-ATmismatches. Average correction factors

(Fig. 1D) are generally higher for mismatches generated at higher

rates (transitions and CG-to-AT) (Fig. 1B).

A preferred sequence motif for generating replication errors

Motif detection algorithms were used to determine if replication

errors are generated in preferred sequence contexts.We focused on

two abundant substitutions that show strong strand biases, CG-to-

AT and CG-to-TA. To infer the direction of replication and the re-

sponsiblemismatch, we only used the subset of these events that is

adjacent to origins (relative inter-origin distance < 0.1). The results

reveal motifs for generating replication errors (Fig. 3A,B) that can

be rationalized as discussed below (Fig. 3C).

Replication error rates and replication timing

We compared substitution rates as a function of time after release

from alpha factor arrest (Supplemental Fig. S3D, top; Muller and

Nieduszynski 2012). All rates were corrected for differences in the

number of base pairs replicated at each time (Supplemental Fig. S3F).

In all replicase backgrounds, rateswerenonuniformlydistributed (P#

0.00123) as a function of replication time (Supplemental Fig. S3D).

These differences are small but significant (13% higher with L612M

Pol delta before 22min, P# 0.007; 8.9%–12%higherwith L868MPol

alpha and M644G Pol epsilon after 30 min, P < 0.0002). Comparing

rates inmmr– andMMR+ strains with variant replicases indicates that

MMR corrects the vast majority of both early and late replication er-

rors (Supplemental Fig. S3H).Nonetheless, in strains encoding the Pol

delta and Pol epsilon variants, MMR efficiency is about twofold

higher during early replication (P < 10�5) (Supplemental Fig. S3H).

Substitution rates at nucleosome positions

To search for relationships between replication errors and nucleo-

some positions, we mapped the positions of 60,098 nucleosomes

across the yeast genome (seeMethods) and calculatedmutation rates

as a function of distance from thenearest nucleosome dyad (Fig. 4A).

All rates account for target size (Fig. 4A, top, black plot), withmost of

the genome within 100 bp of the nearest dyad. MMR-deficient

strains show a transition bias (Table 1) and no variation in transition

(blue) to transversion (red) ratio with respect to absolute distance

Figure 3. Sequence specificity of replication errors in the absence of MMR. (A) Nucleotide fractions and sequence logos (Schneider and Stephens 1990;
Crooks et al. 2004) for five bases upstream of and downstream from mutations resulting from presumed C-dT mispairs, as calculated from sequences
flanking mutations near replication origins (see example schematic). Expected fractions assume 38% G + C content. ([MM] Mismatch position; [N]
mutation count pooled by strain.) (B) As per A, but for mutations resulting from presumed G-dT mispairs. (C ) Example: An incoming mismatched
nucleotide (red) stacks with adjacent pyrimidines (green) in the nascent strand, as indicated by logos in A.
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from or relative distance between adjacent dyads (Fig. 4A). Sub-

stitution rates in all three MMR-deficient polymerase variant strains

are nonuniform with respect to dyad proximity (P # 1.7 3 10�49),

being higher in nucleosome-bound regions (Fig. 4A, yellow area)

than in linker DNA (orange and red areas). For example, the transi-

tion rate in the pol1-L868M msh2D strain is 70% higher, on average,

Figure 4. Variation in mutation rates near nucleosome positions and genes. Mutation rates (blue indicates transitions; red, transversions; green, one-
base deletions) plotted versus either (A) the distance from either the nearest nucleosome dyad (in base pairs) or (B) from the nearest coding start (left) or
end site (right; in kilobase pairs). Asterisks denote significantly different substitution rates between indicated regions (Pol alpha, red; Pol delta, green; Pol
epsilon, blue). Percentages denote the magnitude of substitution excesses. Shaded areas are DNA regions: nucleosome-bound (yellow), shorter and
longer than average linkers (orange and red, respectively), intergenic (green), 59 nucleosome-free (blue), and coding (purple).
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in nucleosome-bound DNA (6.63 10�8 vs. 3.93 10�8 per base pair

per generation) (Fig. 4A).Whenall substitutions are considered, rates

near dyad positions are significantly elevated (P # 0.0035), and

substitution rates are higher at GC than at AT base pairs. The greatest

difference is between the center of the nucleosome (<47 bp from the

dyad) and the midpoint of the median linker region (78–94 bp from

the dyad). In strains with variant replicases, rates in the core region

exceed rates near the median midpoint by 67%–86% for sub-

stitutions at GC pairs, but only by 33%–50% for substitutions at AT

pairs (data not shown). The difference is greater in the strain with

wild-type replicases, where the excess at GC is similar to variant

polymerase strains (76%), but rates at AT are similar at nucleosome

core and median linker positions. Based on substitution rates in the

presence and absence of MMR, repair efficiency is uniform with re-

spect to dyadproximity (nonuniformity P > 0.2).MMRdoesnot alter

the underlying nucleosome-based mutation pattern.

Replication fidelity in and around genes

Substitution rates (Fig. 4B, blue transitions, red transversions) in-

side and outside of coding regions are nearly indistinguishable

(coding rates #11% higher than noncoding), but rates are not

evenly distributed with respect to open reading frames (ORFs).

Substitution rates in mmr– replicase variant strains are uniform

across open reading frames (purple area) but peak upstream of

coding sequences in the 59-nucleosome-free region where tran-

scription initiates (P < 10�12) (Fig. 4B, light blue area), and decrease

2.5- to fourfold within a kilobase in the 59 and 39 directions away

from ORF (P < 10�56) (Fig. 4B, green areas).

Indel rates in nucleosome-free regions

Indels accumulated in all polymerase backgrounds (Table 1). The

vast majority are loss of an AT pair from a homonucleotide run.

Rates for these events were higher (1) in DNA between nucleo-

somes as compared to nucleosome-boundDNA (Fig. 4A, green), (2)

in nucleosome-free DNA immediately upstream of and down-

stream from coding sequences as compared to both coding se-

quences and more distant DNA (Figs. 4B, 5A), and (3) within 200

bp of origin consensus motifs at origins of replication (Supple-

mental Fig. S3J). Rates are highest in sequences enriched in AT runs

and depleted in nucleosomes (e.g., immediately upstream of cod-

ing sequences) (Supplemental Fig. 5A,B).

Discussion

This study provides new information on the rates by which the

yeast nuclear DNA replication machinery generates errors and on

the efficiency with which these errors are corrected by MMR.

Replication is incredibly accurate even without MMR

The single-base mutation rate per diploid genome per generation

(mg) in the MMR-defective strain encoding wild-type replicases is

0.38 (Table 1). This value is similar to those from studies involving

fewer mutations (Zanders et al. 2010; Ma et al. 2012; Lang et al.

2013; Serero et al. 2014) and indicates that even without MMR,

replication is so accurate that most cells in a population will not

contain even one mismatch generated during replication. Indeed,

given that two forks emerge from each of about 400 replication

origins, only one out of every ;2000 replication forks is likely to

generate a mismatch for later correction by MMR.

Replication fidelity is heterogeneous by base pair identity

and mismatch composition

Substitutions from G or C occur at higher rates than from A or T

(Table 1). Previous studies in yeast (Lynch et al. 2008; Zanders et al.

2010; Lang et al. 2013), Caenorhabditis elegans (Denver et al. 2009),

and Drosophila melanogaster (Keightley et al. 2009) reported a sim-

ilar bias, suggesting that the error specificity of replication by wild-

type replicases may be evolutionarily conserved. Among the six

substitution types, CG-to-TA is generated at the highest rate in

each mmr– strain (Table 1). Because these are efficiently corrected

by MMR (Fig. 1D, dark blue bars) and their rates are strongly ele-

vated in the replicase variant strains, it is likely that they primarily

result from G-dT rather than C-dA mismatches. AT-to-GC transi-

tions are generated at a lesser, but still high, rate, likely more

through T-dG than A-dC mismatches. Among transversions,

CG-to-AT is consistently generated at a higher rate than the other

three. While some CG-to-AT transversions could reflect insertion

of adenine opposite 8-oxoguanine due to oxidative stress, in this

study of replication infidelity in unstressed yeast, we favor the

hypothesis that they mostly result from misinserting dTTP oppo-

site template C. If so, this pyrimidine–pyrimidinemismatchwould

be among the most common mismatches generated during nor-

mal replication. This is surprising in light of previously suggested

mispairing schemes and thehypothesis that pyrimidine–pyrimidine

mismatches are rarely generated because they are hydrated (Kool

2001 and references therein).

Replication fidelity is heterogeneous during strand-specific

replication

The strand-specific substitution patterns in Figure 2 support

a model wherein Pol alpha and Pol delta are primarily lagging-

strand replicases and Pol epsilon is primarily a leading-strand

replicase. For the first time, our study applies this interpretation to

replication of the whole-yeast nuclear genome by all three major

replicases. Similar biases are observed in the mmr– strain encoding

Figure 5. Indel rates in homopolymers in the absence of MMR. (A) A
comparison of nucleosome density (red; relative to the +1 peak) and pol2-
M644G mmr- AT deletion rates (blue) as a function of distance from
translation start sites. (B) Homopolymer densities (relative to maximum
density) for various homopolymer lengths as a function of distance from
translation start sites.
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wild-type replicases (Fig. 2B) and also in MMR+ strains (Fig. 2C).

Thus, strand biases due to replication fidelity occur naturally, not

merely with engineered replicases or only in the absence of MMR.

In the strain encoding wild-type replicases, the biases match

those seen in the Pol alpha and Pol delta variant strains and are

opposite to the biases in the Pol epsilon variant strain (Fig. 2B).

This implies that lagging-strand replication by wild-type Pol alpha

and/or Pol delta is less accurate than leading-strand replication by

wild-type Pol epsilon, accounting for ;66% of base substitutions

in the wild-type replicase background (rates in Table 1; biases in

Fig. 2B). On an evolutionary time scale, strand-biased replication

infidelity could influence the base composition of genomes.

Strand-biased nucleotide excesses seen in bacteria, yeasts

(Gierlik et al. 2000; Koren et al. 2010), and mammals, including

humans, have been associated with transcription (Green et al.

2003; Touchon et al. 2003; Polak and Arndt 2008; Mugal et al.

2009) and replication (Touchon et al. 2005; Rocha et al. 2006;

Chen et al. 2011). In the S. cerevisiae genome (excluding sub-

telomeric DNA) (Gierlik et al. 2000), there are excesses of C and A

in lagging-strand templates and of G and T in leading-strand

templates (Agier and Fischer 2012). This is nicely explained by

the accumulation over an evolutionary time scale of sub-

stitutions of template G and C with A, with G-to-A substitutions

about twice as frequent, as seen in theMMR-deficient strain with

wild-type polymerases (Fig. 2B).

Replication fidelity is heterogeneous due to local sequence

context

The results in Figure 3 suggest the existence of a preferred sequence

context for two common base substitutions by all three major

replicases. This preference can be rationalized by the effects of base

stacking on stable misincorporation, which requires misinsertion

followed by mismatch extension without proofreading. As one

example (Fig. 3C), the alignment of sequences surrounding CG-to-

AT transversions in the MMR-deficient pol3-L612M msh2D strain

indicates that after correctly incorporating dATP opposite a tem-

plate T (green A), L644M Pol delta (POL3) misinserts dTTP (red T)

opposite template C and then correctly incorporates dGTP (green

G) opposite the next C. This motif suggests that misinsertion of

dTTP, as well as subsequent extension of the C-dT mismatch

without proofreading, are favored by stacking of the misinserted

dTwith flanking purines, which are known to stack more strongly

than pyrimidines (e.g., see Goodman et al. 1993; Hunter 1993;

Kool 2001).

Substitution fidelity at the replication fork in relation

to replication timing

Replication times for each 1-kb section of the genome were esti-

mated by converting published relative copynumbermaps (Muller

and Nieduszynski 2012) into replication timing units. Briefly, that

study sorted S-phase and G2-phase cells from asynchronous dip-

loid S. cerevisiae cultures and used quantitative deep sequencing to

measure the relative copy number of each genomic section. The

first sequences replicated in S phase had relative copy numbers

twice as high as the last sequences replicated in S phase. Since they

showed that the relative copy number is proportional to the mean

replication time, we used published origin firing times, measured

in minutes after release from alpha factor-induced G1 growth ar-

rest (Yabuki et al. 2002), to transform the data from relative copy

number into replication time. In all replicase backgrounds, sub-

stitution rates in the absence of MMR are not constant with rep-

lication time (P# 0.0012) (Supplemental Fig. S3D). In strains with

variant replicases, substitution rates are marginally higher at the

latest time points and, on the lagging strand, at the earliest time

points as well (Supplemental Fig. S3D). Possible explanations in-

clude differences in the sequences being replicated, differences in

chromatin status, and slight variations in dNTP concentrations

during S phase that could modulate misinsertion and/or proof-

reading. Substitution rates increase with replication time in wild-

type yeast (Lang and Murray 2011; Agier and Fischer 2012), in

contemporary human diversity (Koren et al. 2012), and across taxa

in the evolutionary record (Sharp et al. 1989; Wolfe et al. 1989;

Stamatoyannopoulos et al. 2009; Flynn et al. 2010; Pink and Hurst

2010; Chen et al. 2011; Weber et al. 2012). A leading explanation

has been that error-prone repair becomes more prominent later in

replication (Lang and Murray 2011). Our data suggest that repli-

cation fidelity and MMR biases (below) may also contribute to

these patterns.

Replication fidelity is heterogeneous relative to nucleosome

positions

At the megabase level, variations between primate lineages

(Prendergast et al. 2007; Ananda et al. 2011) are correlated with

chromatin openness. At higher resolutions, comparative genomics

studies within and between species have correlated nucleosome

positions with the accumulation of genetic variation (Washietl

et al. 2008; Sasaki et al. 2009; Prendergast and Semple 2011;

Tolstorukov et al. 2011; Kenigsberg and Tanay 2013). On evolu-

tionary time scales, substitutions accumulatenear stablenucleosome

positions, while indels accumulate in linker regions. Explanations

for these patterns have included variations in replication fidelity,

MMR, DNA damage, DNA repair, and purifying selection

(Kenigsberg et al. 2010; Ying et al. 2010; Tolstorukov et al. 2011). In

MMR-deficient yeast strains, we likewise find higher substitution

rates near nucleosome dyads and higher deletion rates in linker

regions (Fig. 4A). This does not necessarily suggest that nucleo-

somes themselves directly alter replication fidelity, as they are

presumably displaced by the replicative helicase ahead of each

fork. The fact that themutation rates in question are elevated in all

three mutator replicase backgrounds and in the absence of MMR

suggests that they are not due to DNA damage. The results are

consistent with the idea that nucleosomes prefer to bind to DNA

sequence contexts that are more mutable than average but are

normally protected by purifying selection, such that when the

purifying selection is not operative, as in this study, these se-

quences are at higher than average risk of mutation. This could be

due to a higher GC content in nucleosome binding sites and

a higher AT-homopolymer density in linkers. Regardless of the

explanation, the observations suggest that replication infidelity

contributes to the evolutionary pattern of variation relative to

nucleosome positions.

Genomic and locus-based comparative studies show a bias for

transitions over transversions that has been attributed to the un-

derlying rates of DNA mutation and/or repair (Li et al. 1984;

Rosenberg et al. 2003; Lynch et al. 2008; Denver et al. 2009;

Ossowski et al. 2010; Babbitt and Cotter 2011, and references

therein). Other comparative studies (Keightley et al. 2009) and

previous mutation accumulation studies in model organisms

found no transition bias. Here we see a strong transition bias in all

mmr– strains (Fig. 4A). The fact that the transition-to-transversion

ratio correlates with nucleosome position led to the suggestion
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that the transition bias was driven by selective pressure against

transversions in stable nucleosome cores, where theymight cause

greater disruption to nucleosome assembly and localization

(Babbitt and Cotter 2011). In our mmr– strains, the transition-to-

transversion ratio is stable relative to nucleosome proximity,

suggesting that replication infidelity may indeed contribute to

any overall transition bias seen in the evolutionary record but not

to the variance at nucleosome dyads. The overall MMR efficiency

for substitutions does not vary with regard to dyad proximity

(nonuniformity test P $ 0.22). MMR efficiency varies by muta-

tion type (Fig. 1D), thus complicating its possible influence on

a transition bias (Fig. 1C), but neither replication infidelity nor

MMR causes anything like the nucleosome-dependent variation

in the transition-to-transversion ratio seen in the evolutionary

record.

Indel rates were highest in nucleosome-free DNA immedi-

ately upstream of and downstream from coding sequences (Figs.

4B, 5A) and within 200 bp of ACS motifs at origins of replication

(Supplemental Fig. S3J). Previous studies found that indel rates

increase with AT homopolymer length (Lynch et al. 2008; Lang

et al. 2013). These correlations are not independent, because AT

runs exclude nucleosomes (Field et al. 2008; for review, see Kaplan

et al. 2009; Radman-Livaja and Rando 2010) and because long AT

homopolymers are concentrated at conserved, nucleosome-free

locations like those upstream of coding sequences (Fig. 5B). One

implication is that regions that have been selected to be nucleosome-

free will also be indel hotspots in the absence of mismatch re-

pair. This means that important nucleosome-free areas, such as

ORC binding sites and untranslated regions around genes, are

among the most vulnerable to even a transient lapse in MMR

activity.

Replication fidelity is heterogeneous in coding and noncoding

DNA sequences

In mmr– replicase variant strains, substitution rates for both tran-

sitions and transversions are higher in sequences that code for

proteins (Fig. 4B, red and blue). Higher substitution rates in coding

sequences (P< 10�56), andperhaps evenhigher rates in immediate 59-

flanking regionswhere transcription initiates (P-values inconclusive),

contrast with the evolutionary record, where substitutional variation

is lower in genes and lowest in the nucleosome-free regions 59 to

genes, as compared to distant intergenic DNA (Sasaki et al. 2009;

Tolstorukov et al. 2011). This inverse relationship implies that se-

quences that are normally protected by purifying selection are

hypermutable in the absence of such selection. This extends to

replication errors an effect that was previously shown for primate

CpG sites (Subramanian and Kumar 2003; Schmidt et al. 2008).

Likewise, our study reveals variations in AT base pair deletion rate

with respect to coding sequences. Deletion rates are higher in

intergenic DNA and highest in the nucleosome-free regions up-

stream of and downstream from coding sequences, as compared to

coding sequences (Figs. 4B, 5A; green). Deletion rates in the evo-

lutionary record also reach a local maximum in 39-untranslated

regions (Tolstorukov et al. 2011), but otherwise, the relationships

are inverted: In the evolutionary record, variation due to indels

reaches a local minimum in 59 nucleosome-free regions, is higher

in coding sequences, and is higher still in distant intergenic DNA

(Sasaki et al. 2009; Tolstorukov et al. 2011). It is theoretically pos-

sible that collisions between replication forks and transcription

complexes, and/or spontaneous damage to single-strandedDNA in

transcription bubbles, might contribute to the higher mutation

rate in coding sequences. Studies have been initiated to determine

if the higher mutation rates in coding sequences observed here

correlate with levels of gene expression.

MMR is very efficient

In theMMR+ strain with wild-type replicases, the average genome-

wide basemutation rate per base pair (mbp) is 1.73 10�10, similar to

values from earlier studies based on fewer mutations (Lynch et al.

2008; Nishant et al. 2009; Lang et al. 2013). The average mutation

rate per diploid genome of 0.004 (Table 1) is similar to the haploid

mg of 0.003 extrapolated fromdata for theCAN1 locus (Drake 1991;

Drake et al. 1998). Our genome-wide mg in the corresponding

MMR-deficient strain (0.38) is 100-fold higher, indicating that on

average, MMR corrects at least 99% of all mismatches generated

by the approximately 1600 replication forks in diploid yeast, each

of which replicates a different genomic sequence. As a conse-

quence, only one in 250 unstressed, wild-type yeast cells in a

population will suffer from replication infidelity when MMR is

operative.

Strand-specific variations in MMR efficiency

We previously suggested that 8-oxoguanine–adenine mismatches

generated during lagging-strand replicationmay be correctedmore

efficiently than those made during leading-strand replication

(Pavlov et al. 2003). We proposed that the 59 ends of Okazaki

fragments, possibly in conjunction with PCNA, are used as strand

discrimination signals during lagging-strandMMR. This possibility

was supported by a study indicating more efficient repair of mis-

matches generated by Pol alpha near the 59 ends of Okazaki frag-

ments than more internal mismatches made by Pol delta (Nick

McElhinny et al. 2010) or leading-strand mismatches made by Pol

epsilon (Lujan et al. 2012).Moreover, exonuclease 1, which digests

DNA in a 59 to 39 direction to excise mismatches during MMR,

contributes more to the repair of mismatches generated by Pol

alpha (Liberti et al. 2013) and Pol delta (Hombauer et al. 2011;

Liberti et al. 2013) than to repairing mismatches generated by Pol

epsilon. In this study, comparing mg in mmr– and MMR+ replicase

variant strains (Table 1) reveals that MMR efficiency is higher for

lagging-strand replicases Pol alpha (150-fold) and Pol delta (120-

fold) than for the leading-strand replicase Pol epsilon (70-fold).

This is the first genome-wide evidence for more efficient MMR of

lagging-strand replication errors. This result, and evidence that

lagging-strand replication is less accurate than leading-strand

replication (Fig. 2B), supports the hypothesis that there may be

a complementary relationship between generating and repairing

replication errors (for review, see Kunkel 2011; Lujan et al. 2012),

wherein mismatches generated at the highest rates are those that

are most efficiently corrected by MMR, thus protecting the in-

tegrity of both DNA strands against a variety of replication errors

made at different rates. A caveat to this hypothesis is that the av-

erage MMR efficiency for errors generated byM644G Pol epsilon is

similar to that for lagging-strand replicases if one excludes AT-to-

TA transversions, which are the least efficiently repaired sub-

stitutions (Fig. 1D, see next section).

Heterogeneity by mismatch composition and sequence context

All six types of substitutions are corrected by MMR (Fig. 1D), but

correction factors vary widely, e.g., from 350-fold for G-dT mis-

matches in the pol2-M644G strain to less than sixfold for T-dT
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mismatches in the same strain. Nonexclusive explanations for

such variations include differences in the composition of the

mismatch and the effect of flanking sequence context. A previous

study (Lujan et al. 2012) reported that a flanking ATT triplet repeat

sequence partially suppresses repair of a T-dTmismatch at base pair

686 in the URA3 gene. This and other studies (Jones et al. 1987;

Marsischky and Kolodner 1999) reveal that sequences flanking

a mismatch can modulate its repair. At the same time, our study

now shows that AT-to-TA transversions occur throughout the ge-

nome in many different sequence contexts, and the mismatches

likely to explain these substitutions (A-dA, as in pol3-L612M, and

especially T-dT, as in pol2-M644G) (Fig. 2B) are repaired less effi-

ciently (Fig. 1D, pink bars) than are othermismatches. This implies

additional explanations for variations in MMR efficiency beyond

local sequence context. Finally, MMR correction factors (Fig. 1D)

are generally higher for mismatches generated at higher rates (e.g.,

transitions and CG-to-AT transversions) (Fig. 1B). This genome-

wide result agrees with URA3 reporter studies (Lujan et al. 2012)

and is again consistent with the concept of a complementary

relationship between generating and repairing replication errors.

Leading-strand MMR decreases as replication proceeds

from origins

MMR of substitution mismatches generated by Pol epsilon, but not

by Pol alpha or Pol delta, is 2.4-fold more efficient near origins as

compared to inter-originmidpoints (P = 2.83 10�10). Itmay be that

leading-strandMMR is less efficient near fork collision points, or the

MMR machinery may become uncoupled from the leading-strand

replication machinery with increasing distance from origins.

MMR is less efficient during late replication

MMR operates very efficiently during both early and late repli-

cation. Nonetheless, MMR of substitutions is on average about

twofold less efficient during late replication in strains encoding

variants of Pol delta and Pol epsilon (P < 10�5) (Supplemental Fig.

S3H). These differences are consistent with a previous study of

indels in a reporter gene (Hawk et al. 2005) that first suggested that

MMR might be less efficient late in S phase. Because genomic re-

gions replicated early and late differ in sequence composition,

gene content, and chromatin status, there are several possible ex-

planations for variations in MMR related to replication timing.

Even small differences may explain the higher variation in late-

replicated regions in yeast, human cancers, the evolutionary re-

cord, and contemporary human diversity.

Polymerase fidelity and MMR drive heterogeneous mutation

rates

We have shown that replication fidelity is heterogeneous across the

yeast genome in the absence of stress and purifying selection. We

suspect that other mutation sources are similarly heterogeneous.

This must be taken into account when using mutation spectra to

reconstruct evolutionary histories or to calibrate molecular clocks.

We have tested a variety of extant hypotheses as to the or-

igins of heterogeneous evolutionary variation. We have shown

that the heterogeneity of replication fidelity can explain patterns

like those seen in the evolutionary record with regards to the

composition of variation (mismatch type), strand-biased genome

composition, the correlation between variation and replication

time, higher variation at nucleosomes based on substitutions,

and in linker regions based on indels. On the evolutionary

time scale, heterogeneity of replication fidelity can explain

neither the nucleosome-dependent variation in the transition-to-

transversion ratio nor the complex variation patterns regarding

coding character (gene/UTR/intergenic). In fact, the inverse re-

lationship between long-term evolutionary variation (Sasaki et al.

2009; Tolstorukov et al. 2011) and short-term replication error

rates, depending on coding character, reveals regional differences

in mutability that must be maintained over the long haul by dif-

ferential selective pressure.

Tumorigenesis is driven by somatic evolutionary processes

characterized by cyclical mutation and selection; one could antici-

pate the same patterns of variation in tumor genomes as in the

evolutionary record. The same underlying processes should hold

sway and thus may be explained in part by heterogeneous replica-

tion fidelity. It is important to note that despite similarities, patterns

of cancer mutations do differ substantially from patterns in the

germline evolutionary record (e.g., vs. replication time), and these

differences themselves may be instructive. We already know that in

human tumor genomes,mutation frequencies varywith replication

timeandcorrelatewith chromatinopenness (Hodgkinsonet al. 2012;

Schuster-Bockler and Lehner 2012; Woo and Li 2012; Lawrence

et al. 2013). Substitution types observed at the highest rates here

also predominate in tumors, with the majority of substitutions

being G/C targeted (even excluding CpG motifs [Alexandrov et al.

2013], though not necessarily other tissue-specific, G/C-targeted

mechanisms [Roberts et al. 2013]). Differences in leading- versus

lagging-strand replication infidelity, as seen here even with wild-

type polymerases and even in the presence of MMR, should also be

relevant to the clonal evolution of tumors and to differences in

tissue-specific tumorigenesis as observed in Pol delta or Pol epsilon

proofreading-defective mice (Albertson et al. 2009).

As the analysis of variation in tumor genomes approaches the

level of detail seen in evolutionary comparative genomics, we pre-

dict that the patterns seen here may be observed in human tumors.

For example, a very careful and comprehensive study recently

reported that microsatellite-stable, hypermutated endometrial car-

cinomas (ECs) bearing proofreading-defective Pol epsilon (exo-

nuclease domain mutation [EDM]) variants are proportionally

enriched for GC-to-TA transversions as compared to non-EDM ECs

(Church et al. 2013). Proofreading efficiency depends on the bal-

ance between mismatch excision and extension (for review, see

Kunkel 2009). L612M Pol delta (POL3) and M644G Pol epsilon

(POL2) both have increasedmismatch extension and are therefore

proofreading defective (Pursell et al. 2007; Nick McElhinny et al.

2008). Church et al. say that >80% of their GC-to-TA transversions

are flanked on either side byATbase pairs (A flanking eachmutated

G) and that non-EDM samples lacked this signature. For EDM ECs,

which represent <10% of ECs (Kandoth et al. 2013), we can explain

;90% of GC-to-TA transversions as the result of C-dT mispairs on

the nascent leading strand (as in Fig. 2A,B) with the template C

flanked by pyrimidines (as in Fig. 3A). Further, for the >90% of ECs

that are non-EDM, ;70% of GC-to-TA transversions also resemble

pyrimidine-flanked C-dTmispairs, implicating replication infidelity

in most of the GC-to-TA transversions in all 228 EC exomes in that

study. Pyrimidine flanks were found for nearly all substitution types

in this study, but the GC-to-TA class has an added diagnostic ad-

vantage in that it is both common in our spectra and distinct from

the TCW to TTW or TGW patterns due to APOBEC cytidine de-

aminase inmanyhuman cancers (Roberts et al. 2013). Themotifs in

Figure 3 also explain the bulk of substitutions in highly mutated
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colorectal cancers (Alexandrov et al. 2013). Future comparisonwith

our other patterns would strengthen these explanations. This also

suggests further questions. Do other patterns in ECs also suggest

replication infidelity as a major source of variation? Perhaps this is

unsurprising given the prevalence to MMR defects in EC tumors,

but what of other forms of cancer? Do the positions or contexts of

tumor suppressor genes make them more or less vulnerable to

replication infidelity? How important is replication infidelity to

tumorigenesis in general?

Methods

Yeast strains and methods

All sequenced S. cerevisiae strains are diploids descended from

D|(-2)|-7B-YUNI300 (Pavlov et al. 2001) and are homozygous for the
following markers: CAN1, his7-2, leu2-D∷kanMX, ura3-D∷, trp1-

289, ade2-1, lys2-DGG2899-2900, and agp1∷URA3 (orientations

vary between strains) (Supplemental Table S1).

Mutation accumulation

As per Supplemental Figure S1, yeast cells were subjected to up to 30

single-cell bottleneck passages on solid media. Samples were

retained periodically for glycerol stocks and phenotype testing.
Synonymous (Ks) and nonsynonymous (Ka) substitutions of each

typewere counted for each strain and themutation rates calculated.

Ka/Ks ratios exceed unity by less than one standard deviation, in-

dicating no significant selective pressures during the experiment.

Library preparation and genome sequencing

Genomic DNA (isolated from saturated cultures) was fragmented
to between 200 and 800 bp according to the Illumina TruSeq DNA

protocol, and libraries were prepared using Illumina TruSeq DNA

sample prep kits on a Tecan Freedom EVO 150 automated liquid
handling system. Libraries were size-selected for insert fragments

;300 bp (Pippin prep system from Sage Science). Libraries were

analyzed and quantified using a Qubit (fluorometric detection;

Invitrogen) and Experion automated electrophoresis system (Bio-
Rad). Quantified libraries were diluted to a 15-nM concentration

and pooled for sequencing. The paired-end sequencing (2 3 100

cycles) was performed on HiSeq 2000 sequencers (Illumina).

Reference assembly

Assembly of the master reference sequence, L03, was described

previously (see Data Access) (Larrea et al. 2010). L03was annotated

with gene, retrotransposon long terminal repeats, and repeat re-
gions from the Saccharomyces Genome Database S288c genome

version R64-1-1 (Engel et al. 2014), nucleosomes positions from

MNase-seq experiments (see below), and origin consensus se-

quences (ACSs; derived from the S. cerevisiae OriDB version 2.1.0)
(Supplemental Table S1; Siow et al. 2012). Replication times for

each 1-kb section of the genome were estimated by converting

published relative copy number maps (Muller and Nieduszynski
2012) into replication timing units via the linear correlation be-

tween relative copy number and mean replication time, using

published origin firing times (Yabuki et al. 2002).

Calling variant base pairs from Illumina sequences

Sequencing reads were mapped to the L03 master reference, and

variant base pairs were called using CLC bio GenomicsWorkbench

version 5.1.5 with parameters set as per Supplemental Figure S1.
Relative chromosomal coverage indicated aneuploidy. Variants

were filtered as per Supplemental Figure S1 and pooled by geno-

type (for rate calculations).

Finding nucleosome locations via MNase-seq

MNase-digested Illumina paired end reads were aligned to the

L03 reference via Bowtie 0.12.7 (filtered for quality, mismatches,
and unique alignment) (Langmead et al. 2009). Positions of

mononucleosome sized fragments were examined via NOrMAL

(Polishko et al. 2012).

Calculating mutation rates

Each mutation rate, per base pair per generation, mbp,i, for

any mutation type, i, in any section of the genome (bin, b), is

calculated as

mbp;i =
Ni;b

Nbp;b 3 gentot
;

whereNi,b is the number of mutations of type i in bin b;Nbp,b is the

number of base pairs in bin b, accounting for ploidy; and gentot is

the total number of generations of mutation accumulation for all
isolates of the selected genotype. For Nbp,b estimation relative to

genomic landmarks, see the Supplemental Methods.

The MMR correction efficiency, cf, for a given mutation type
i in genomic bin b, is the ratio of the MMR-deficient and MMR-

proficient mutation rates where all else is genetically equal:

cf =
mbp;i;mmr�

mbp;i;MMR+

:

Details on statistics, including Bonferroni and Dunn–�Sid�ak
(Dunn 1961; �Sid�ak 1967) corrections for multiple hypothesis

testing, may be found in the Supplemental Methods.

Mutable motif detection

Sequence motifs were detected via a custom Excel tool. Twenty

template bases bracketing each variant were oriented and

aligned, and initial hidden Markov, log-likelihood models were
built. Sequence logos were created via WebLogo 3 (weblogo.

threeplusone.com) (Schneider and Stephens 1990; Crooks et al.

2004).
Additional details regarding yeast strains and methods, mu-

tation accumulation, library preparation and genome sequencing,

assembly and feature selection, calling variant base pairs, finding

nucleosome locations, calculating mutation rates, mutable motif
detection, and hypothesis testing can be found in the Supple-

mental Material.

Data access

DNA-seq andMNase-seq data from this study have been submitted

to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE56939.
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